
The most striking feature of the kitchen is the

CHIOLLAGH (above ) - an open hearth area with

slate lintel slabs on the floor and an open fire to

cook on with a broad chimney above. This

chiollagh came from the Gollane, Jurby, home of

the Teare family. Peat was the fuel most

commonly used in the Isle of Man as coal had to

be imported and wood was scarce.

HAND BELLOWS ( A ) were used to make a

smouldering fire burn brightly. Tongs sat by the fire

ready for handling burning blocks of peat and hot

cooking utensils

COOKING

Boiling was the usual cooking method

where a cast iron round bellied /

bottomed pot or cauldron was

suspended from the SLOUREE ( B ) 

- a wrought iron bar made by the local

blacksmith, hung inside the chimney

and over the chiollagh. It was used to 

suspend a cauldron / pot or a griddle

over the open fire, and had holes in the

bar so the pot height over the fire was

variable with the adjustable chain. 

The pot had three small feet on the

bottom to stop it tipping over when

sitting on the fire. It was used for

simmering stews and also as an

oven for baking e.g. puddings

and some bread. The pot  was

placed on top of a slow burning

peat fire and then covered with the griddle (lid)

and burning peat put on top of the lid.
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Sometimes a herring roaster, a smithy made rack with a handle, was

hooked over the side of the pot to roast herrings on as every household

kept a crock of salted herrings.

A wrought iron disc made by the local smith with two handles on the

sides for suspending from chains on the slouree served as the griddle. It

could be placed on a CROE ( three - legged trivet ) ( C ) for cooking

bread, bonnag or oat cakes on the fire. When baking, a goose wing was

used to sweep the flour off the griddle. The KETTLE ( D ) for boiling

water would also usually sit on a croe.

Frying could be done on a skillet, a smithy made iron frying pan / shallow

saucepan. Some had very long handles for use with open hearths and

ranges because of the danger of cooking too close to the fire when

wearing a long dress. Herbs which hung from the beams would be

pounded with a PESTLE and MORTAR( E ) and added to the food to

improve its flavour.

A hand turned wooden pounder was used to pound down the grain in the

wooden storage barrels or the ceramic crock pots, laying down the oats

or barley for bread making and storage over the winter. It had to be

pounded air tight so the meal would not go mouldy or mildewed during

the winter. The POUNDER ( F ) in the farmhouse seems too small, so

that may be a pounder for use during cooking e.g. mashing potatoes.

A birch brush or besom was used for sweeping the hearth area and the

flagstone floors.

STORAGE

A DOLLAN ( G ) was a hoop with sheep skin drawn over it, used when

winnowing hand threshed grain. Originally many Manx cottages had a

front and back door to provide a through draught when winnowing 

(separating the grain from the chaff, which was then kept for stuffing

mattresses etc.). If threshed grain is put in the dollan and thrown gently

into the air, the draught will blow the chaff away and the pure grain will

drop back into the dollan. The dollan was put on a shelf made between

the beams, filled with bread made on the griddle, and stored above

ground away from vermin.

A ceramic crock pot with dark salt glaze interior and top edge on outside 

(washable and impermeable to liquids), would hold the winter store of

salt herring. It was covered with a wooden cask lid with handle or

originally with a slate disc.

EATING IMPLEMENTS

Lead cutlery was home made using MOULDS ( H ) for spoons and forks.

Molten lead was poured into a mould which was fastened tightly, then

opened when set to produce a cast spoon. Knives made with early steel

had to be scrubbed after every use with an abrasive powder because

they tarnished quickly. Wooden bowls were hand turned by the local

turner/ joiner. A TRANJOOR ( I ) was a wooden platter to hold the bread.

TEXTILES

In the corner of the room near the chiollagh was a locally made wheel for

spinning wool which worked by treadling with the foot. Attached to it

might be a FLAX DISTAFF ( J ), a pole on to which the ‘dressed’ flax is

wound ready for spinning into linen thread.
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By the spinning wheel would sit a LAZY KATE ( K ), a bobbin holder for

three bobbins, used when plying two or three strands of wool together into

a single stronger thread. This device stops the threads getting tangled

when plying the wool onto the bobbin on the wheel. Also essential to the

hand spinner was a NIDDY NODDY ( L ), wooden poles around which the

spun thread is wound into skeins, all of which are the same length, so that

the spinner knows how much thread they have. Sometimes a hand

cranked skeining wheel might be used instead.

On the table are steel knitting pins and a knitting needle holder / sheath.

These were wooden twigs with a hollow in one end used to hold a knitting

pin. The twig was put under the arm so the knitter could work whilst on the

move e.g. walking to market, or moving around the house. Socks and

fishermen’s ganseys were knitted in the round on four pins. Rag rugs were

made from canvas sacking with torn strips of woollen fabric poked

through, important in old cottages and farmhouses with solid mud or slate

floors as a way of keeping warm under foot.

CLOTHING

CARRANES ( M ) were hand made shoes produced from goat, ox or cow

skin with the fur on the outside. A seam was sewn along the top of the

foot. Carranes were the basic country footwear until the mid nineteenth

century at least. To keep carranes dry and reduce wear in bad weather

pattens / clogs were worn. These were wooden soles for shoes with

straps to tie over feet and metal blocks underneath to raise wearer out of

the mud outside. 

By the back door is a wooden boot remover and an oilskin apron and hat,

protective clothing for fishermen. Such clothing was treated with linseed

oil and possibly blackened with lampblack.

CLEANING

On the mantleshelf is an iron TALLY IRON ( N ), a hollow tube on a stand

used for ironing bows and gathers on clothes. It was heated by inserting a

wrought iron rod which has been placed in the fire. The rod itself gets dirty

and smutty but because it is inserted in the tally iron it does not soil the

clothes.

LIGHTING

A number of different lights can be seen in the kitchen. One of the

simplest is a TANROAGAN ( O ), a scallop shell lamp with a wick laid in

tallow. 

RUSHLIGHT HOLDERS ( P ) were often smithy made iron combined

candle (tallow) and rushlight holders. Pincer ends hold the strip of rush

which has been dipped in fat and provides a very poor light.

Tallow candles could be produced by either dipping a cord wick repeatedly

in tallow/fat or by putting a cord wick into a LEAD CANDLE MOULD ( Q )

and then pouring in the melted fat / tallow and allowing it to set. 

Candles would be produced in batches using a wooden rack to hold the

lead moulds. A metal candle box held the candles and kept them dry. An

adjustable candle holder means the candle as it burns down in the holder

can be pushed up inside the candlestick so that none of the candle is

wasted.
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A metal lantern could be used to hold a candle, as it magnifies the light given off by the candle and is less

likely to blow out in a draught. It could be hung from the beams to provide light down on a room and is

safer than a naked flame if knocked over. The sides would probably have been filled originally with thin

sheets of horn, almost transparent and more easily available than glass at the time.

STATUS SYMBOLS IN THE HOME

ROSY BOWLS were small ceramic bowls with a handpainted rose or floral pattern around the edge, a

common form of decoration on Manx dressers. They were used for drinking buttermilk before cups were

usual. LUSTRE JUGS were another common form of decoration on Manx dressers and along the top of the

mantelpieces. Blue and white crockery was also much favoured as were pairs of Staffordshire dogs and

figures. Some households boasted a LONGCASE CLOCK, a grandfather clock with a face handpainted by

a local clockmaker.

‘NAILSEA’ GLASS ROLLING PINS with a transfer design, were originally functional objects (either filled

with water to produce a cold pin necessary for rolling pastry or used as a salt container. To keep it dry in a

damp kitchen the pin would be hung by or over the fire). The larger pins were not made to be used but to

be hung as ornaments; the transfer designs were of fishing scenes or had poems or mottoes dedicated to

mothers or sweethearts. Some are dedicated to specific people. They were frequently brought back by

fishermen as souvenirs for their womenfolk after going to Kinsale or other fishing grounds. These items had

to be purchased with cash from the travelling salesmen or on a visit to Douglas or other market town. They

were luxury items which displayed the wealth of a family.

The major differences between Harry Kelly’s crofter’s cottage and the quarterland farmhouse reconstruction

are:

i) The size of the building, its ground floor plan and the amount of space upstairs or just open to the

rafters.

ii) The floor construction - puddled hard mud floor or slate flags.

iii) The quantity and quality of ornaments on the dresser and the mantelpiece.

The type of objects found are fairly similar, the main difference is the amount purchased purely for display

and therefore status.
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Dresser and Longcase Clock in Harry Kelly’s Cottage, Cregneash
A locally made wheel for spinning wool stood
in the corner near the chiollagh


